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President of
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PROF. BERNARD LANSKEY

As we look back on another year, I am happy to report
that it has been a very successful and dynamic one for
SEADOM, with fruitful events as well as significant
developments.
We gathered in March for the 2019 SEADOM Congress,
held in the Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta
(Indonesia), which saw 120 participants from across 43
institutions and 22 countries gather to discuss topics of
quality assurance (building out of our connection with
the Association of European Conservatoires and other
partners) and music intersecting with and beyond other
performing arts. These themes were and continue to be
relevant for us – assuring quality is fundamental in what
we do, and our efforts to ensure excellence must be true
to our inherently multi-faceted Southeast Asian identity
and context. Student voice also emerged ever more this
year, as students contributed in discussions on issues
facing institutions today such as professional music
training, quality in learning and teaching, and Southeast
Asian music traditions. By the end of the sessions, the
power and potential of the student voice was becoming
palpable.
In addition to being an accredited entity with the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), I
am delighted that SEADOM has also been admitted

As a recent example of exciting developments in the
region, we congratulate our partner organisation
Southeast Asia Music Education Exchange (SEAMEX) on
the success of its event (now in its third iteration) in
September, which created a dedicated platform for
exchange in the music education industry.
For all this, my thanks go to our 2017-2019 Executive
Committee, Theme Chairs and National
Representatives, for their service to SEADOM in the
advancement of music education in Southeast Asia. I
want here particularly to recognise the contribution of
Dr. Sugree Charoensook, who envisioned and cofounded SEADOM, and has now retired from higher
education.
The past year has truly been an exciting time of
growth and I look forward to working with the newlyelected Committee in taking forward our mission of
furthering the evolution of the music we make, as
well as its visibility in the world at large.

as a member of the International Music Council as of
April, within the category of Regional Music
Organisations. This recognition speaks not only to
SEADOM’s status – as the only regional musical
organisation from Southeast Asia to be recognised –
but also to the voice and vision that Southeast Asia
can bring to the wider music landscape.

"This year saw SEADOM become ever more
visible thanks to fresh recognition by regional
and global organisations, as well as the
development of student voice.
Now 10 years old, we see specific and exciting
opportunities for new projects emerging in the
coming decade."

Prof. Bernard Lanskey
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THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

JOSEPH BOWMAN

We hope you will see SEADOM as a
vital partner for your school,

This year SEADOM Association

organization or yourself personally.

committed to preparing an annual

Questions are always welcome – either

report for members, partners and

though social media or sent to our

future members to provide a look at

office email at contact@seadom.org

the association over the past year, and
upcoming events.

Thank you to all those people who give
their time and energy to make the

The development of the association as

association relevant. New initiatives,

an important advocate for music

new advocacy opportunities and an

education links within Southeast Asia

exciting upcoming 2020 Congress are

and with those wanting to connect

just some of the important work we

into the region is strong.

are engaging in. If you and your
institution want to join us, please visit
our website at www.seadom.org

"The Annual Report
for SEADOM is our
first and we hope it
will help inform
members and future
members about our
activities and plans.
Consider joining
SEADOM and help us
grow music
connections
throughout
Southeast Asia"

SEADOM CONGRESS 2019
Yogyakarta, Indonesia

The annual SEADOM congress was held on 14-16 March 2019 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia at
the Visual Arts Faculty of the Institute Seni Indonesia. There were two themes for this
year’s congress: “Quality Assurance for Music Education in Southeast Asia” and “Music
Cross Arts in a Southeast Asia Focus.” For the first theme, Quality Assurance, experts
from the European Association of Conservatoires, brought to Indonesia concepts from
the AEC, including Learning Outcomes. The second theme, Music Cross Arts, was
celebrated in various ways throughout the congress, including discussion of combining
music with other types of arts, as well as performance of cross arts projects.
The event included an orientation session for new SEADOM members, a walking tour of
the beautiful ISI Yogyakarta campus, keynote addresses (Martin Prchal – Quality
Assurance, I Made Bandem, Music Cross Arts), panel discussions, breakout small group
discussions, national meetings, the SEADOM general assembly, a SEADOM Executive
council meeting, and various performances, including the performance of the student
project. For this year’s student project, students were brought in from all over Southeast
Asia to learn the Indonesian Gamelan. Led by the expert teacher, Anon Suneko M.Sn, the
students were able to play a concert after only 4 days of intense practice.
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SEADOM CONGRESS 2019
Yogyakarta, Indonesia

The SEADOM general assembly meeting took place on March 15 and was attended by 30
SEADOM members and 19 students. The SEADOM CEO, Joseph Bowman, shared the
following information: 1) new SEADOM staff members, 2) the new SEADOM Website, 3)
current membership (73), 4) funds in the SEADOM account (THB 421,386), and 5) the 2020
congress will be held in Singapore. The following proposals were approved: 1) increase
the number of organization representatives for SEADOM Congresses to 4, 2) to add a new
membership class (Associate Member – Individual) for individual members, 3) Increase
membership fees to 6,000 (Active), 4,000 (Associate Member – Organization) and 3,000
(Associate Member – Individual), and 4) to reduce the fee of the Associate Member –
Individual class to 2,000.
At the meeting the President, Bernhard Lanskey, announced the following: a lot has
happened to SEADOM in the past year, including ASEAN acknowledgement and the new
SEADOM website, 2) there has been a shift in the SEA university from 10 years when
SEADOM began, 3) there is potential to get regional support from arts organizations for
collaborating and we should advocate at the national level, and 4) he argued that
SEADOM can reach a new more visible stage with higher impact, if we can work together
to get more funding, including paying our annual membership fees and 5), he thanked
the members of the Exco committee for their work.

More information about the SEADOM congress can be found on the SEADOM website at https://www.seadom.org/page/seadomcongress
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Student Project 2019

“Indonesia Gamelan Project”
March 10-17, 2019
Institut Seni Indonesia Yogyakarta, Indonesia

As part of the 2019 SEADOM Congress, students from
around the region (Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Singapore and Thailand) took part in the
Indonesia Gamelan Project, where they learned and
practised Javanese gamelan under mentor Anon Suneko.
Students studied traditional gamelan forms and
immersed in local culture, learning three new pieces over
three days which they then performed on the fourth day
for SEADOM Congress participants. As an added challenge,
after learning the Javanese lancaran form, students were
then tasked to compose a new piece based on this form

Enriching their experience further, students participated in
SEADOM Congress presentations and discussions
alongside educators and institutional leaders in the days
that followed, sharing and debating on Congress topics in
quality assurance and professional music training, as well
as others including leadership, quality in learning and
teaching, and Southeast Asian music traditions.
All in all, it was a great opportunity for students to broaden
their musical exposure, share knowledge and experiences,
and network with students, educators and institutional
leaders from the region and beyongd.

within just five minutes! Crazy as the task sounded, they
brought together their ideas and were able to create a
new pieve along with lyrics, which they titled the
"Lancaran SEADOM".

“The pictures, recordings, and descriptions in my textbooks prepared me for what to expect when learning about
the gamelan, but those textbooks didn't prepare me for the meaningful connections. While we couldn't
communicate as smoothly through our respective languages, we were able to communicate how we distinctly
valued music in our own ideas and expressions. It was my peers' infectious enthusiasm, the engaging conference
on quality assurance which enriched my understanding of education and student leadership, and the beautiful
music of the gamelan that made the student project, in my opinion, a life-changing experience.”
–Jaime Rafael Dela Cruz, Philippines
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SEAMEX 2019
Affiliated Project

The Southeast Asia Music Education Exchange 2019 (SEAMEX)
Yogyakarta, Indonesia from September 6-8, 2019.
The event was held at the Jogja National Museum in

Of particular interest to SEADOM, there was a

downtown Yogyakarta. The event featured panel

series of meetings, led by SEADOM president

discussions, music workshops, music talks and

Bernard Lanskey, to discuss a collaborative

performance/promotions.

research project to plan music education in

There was a wide variety of vendors displaying products as

Southeast Asia for the next ten years. After much

well as a few universities present to exhibit their programs.

brainstorming
and discussion, an overall plan was decided for

They were setup inside the inside the museum. There was

beginning the research project.

also a large stage constructed outside, which is where the
main performances took place.

The event was attended by a large number from
the music education community. More information

Finally, there were a large number of food vendors selling

about the exchange, including the schedule and

various types of Indonesian food and drinks. Overall the

activities, can be found at SEAMEX2019.com.

organizers did a great job of bringing together a wide
variety of interesting activities, as well as showcasing
Indonesian music and culture.

SEADOM Congress
2020 in Singapore
THE FUTURE PROJECT
The 2020 SEADOM Congress will take place in
Singapore from March 12-14. Each day the
Congress will be held at a different SEADOM
partner campus – on March 12 at Yong Siew Toh
Conservatory of Music at the National University
of Singapore, on March 13 at the NAFA Nanyang
Academy of Fine Arts and on March 14 at the
LaSalle College of the Arts. The opportunity to
bring SEADOM to each of our Singapore founding
member schools is an exciting one. As are the two
themes for this upcoming Congress – “Music,
Health, and Being Well” and “Emerging
Technologies and their Potential to
Transform Music Education”.
Complete details for the Congress will be
available
shortly, as will calls for participation in the
Congress and the concurrent yearly student
project. We hope you will make plans to join us
and help us
strengthen our dynamic regional music training
energy!
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SEADOM BUDGET 2019

SEADOM start the year of 2018 with the budget of 412,711.33 Thai
Baht. By the end of the operation year of 2019, SEADOM has the

XXXBaht.
balance after deducting all expenses of 565, 788.08 Thai
xxxin its
During it operation of 2018-2019, SEADOM sees growth
budget of 153,077.47 Thai Baht or about 37 % of its starting
budget.

xxx

xxx
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SEADOM EXPENSES 2018-19

SEADOM expense in the operation year of 2018-19 are largely spent
in the areas are essential to run the organization, which accounts
for about 64% of total expense.

XXX
xxx
xxx
xxx

